
Chipping Away 
at Local Control 

Globalization of American education 
continues to chip away at public control 
of local schools. In a move that extends 
access to school content and the treasure 
trove of public funds, technology compa
nies are teaming up with UNESCO 
(United Nations Educational, Scientific, 
and Cultural Organization). 

Microsoft, Intel, Hitachi, Hewlett
Packard, and Alcatel are among 
UNESCO's partners from the technology 
sector. The range of partnership activity 
involves "teacher syllabus programmes to 
community access centres, science net
works and recording cultural heritage." 
(The New Courier, 5-5-2005) 

UNESCO sugar daddies 
On November 17, 2004, Microsoft 

Corporation was added to UNESCO's list 
of sugar daddies when Bill Gates signed 
a 26-page "Cooperation Agreement" with 
UNESCO on behalf of Microsoft. 

On that day, Mr. Koichioro Matsuura, 
UNESCO Director-General, commended 
the event in his speech: "I am delighted 
that Microsoft today joins the long list of 
partners with whom UNESCO has estab
lished excellent cooperation over past 
years. They include, to name but a few, 
L'Oreal, DaimlerChrysler, Hewlett 
Packard, Suez and Intel." 

Matsuura also explained, "UNESCO 
and Microsoft will 
work together in eight 
areas." Education and 
training are high
lighted as especially 
important areas for 
helping UNESCO 
with its global edu
cation reform man

dates that involve world
wide curricula reflecting UNESCO values. 

The UNESCO-Microsoft plans in
clude creating a "Syllabus for Teacher 
Training on Integrating ICT into Teach
ing" involving standards, guidelines, 
benchmarks, and assessment techniques. 
The Syllabus will "form the basis for de
riving training content to be delivered to 
teachers." And "UNESCO will explore 
how to facilitate content development." 

Prior to the Microsoft agreement, 
UNESCO and Intel signed a Memoran
dum of Understanding (MOU) to "De
velop Guidelines for Worldwide Teacher 
Technology Training." 

A September 11, 2004 UNESCO 
press release says the two groups "will 
work together on a multi-stakeholder ini
tiative." UNESCO and Intel "will develop 
a syllabus, which sets the standards" for 
ICT knowledge and skills, and can be 
"used to design training content." 

The partners will work to develop "a 
mechanism by which course providers, 
educational policy-makers and teachers 

(See Globalization, page 4) 

Alabanta's Controversial Bible Literacy Bill 
Alabama House 

Bill 58 is at the center 
of heated conflict sur
rounding a course and 
textbook titled The 
Bible and Its Influence. 

Critics cite that cur
rent Alabama policy provides for Bible 
literacy course offerings, rendering HB 
58 unnecessary. Other problems also in
clude: bypassing local and state board 
approval for public school curriculum, the 
absence of a proper review for the speci
fied textbook, and legislating use of a 
vendor's product. 

Nationally, those who value the im
portance of the Bible are concerned about 
the questionable manner in which Bibli
cal passages are used by The Bible and 
Its Influence, including undermining Bib
lical truth and authority. 

Introduced by Alabama House Ma
jority Leader Ken Guin and Speaker Seth 
Hammett, HB 58 states in part: "A BILL 
To BE ENTITLED AN AcT Relating to pub
lic education; authorizing local boards of 
education to offer in public high schools 
Grades 9 to 12, inclusive, a course en
titled 'The Bible and Its Influence'; and 
to specify the course textbook." 

Edited by Cullen Schippe and Chuck 
Stetson, The Bible and Its Influence was 

published by The Bible Literacy Project 
(BLP). The Virginia-based non-profit 
group spent five years and two million 
dollars on the project. The textbook was 
released in late September 2005. 

Ignoring local/state authority 
Alabama State Board of Education 

members Stephanie Bell and Betty Peters 
note that HB 58 bypasses local and state 
school board authority. 

The American Family Association 
(AFA) agrees. "While we enthusiastically 
endorse the teaching of the Bible as part 
of a well-rounded education, this bill goes 
too far by attempting to force local school 
districts to use only one, untested text
book," commented Stephen Crampton, 
Chief Counsel for the AF A Center for Law 
& Policy. "It usurps the authority of the 
State Board of Education, which is vested 
with exclusive authority to review and 
approve textbooks for use in the public 
schools of Alabama." (AFA, 12-9-2005) 

The Alabama Code contains a legal 
requirement for bids for the statewide text
book contracts. HB 58 conflicts with the 
state codes (Section 16-36-60, Section 16-36-

61, Section 16-36-62)- because it legislates 
a specific vendor's product. 

AFA Counsel Stephen Crampton 
commented, "This bill, if passed into law, 

would invite a legal challenge based on 
its plain violation of existing statutes." 
(AFA, 12-9-2005) 

State policy already exists 

Bell and Peters ex
plain that HB 58 is not 
needed for Bible literacy 
to be offered in Alabama 
high schools because ex
isting state policy pro
vides for this. Currently, 
four school districts in Alabama use The 
Bible in History and Literature from the 
National Council on Bible Curriculum in 
Public Schools (NCBCPS). 

The NCBCPS course has been used 
nationally for over ten years. At present, 
320 school districts (1,150 high schools) 
in 37 states use the NCBCPS curriculum. 

Concern also exists whether HB 58 
could force schools to change the exist
ing Bible literacy curriculum. 

Bypassing the review process 

Existing Alabama state law requires 
that all school textbooks - including the 
accompanying teachers manual - go 
through an adoption process at the State 
or local Board of Education level. 

"The textbook specified by HB 58 has 

(See Bible Literacy Bill, page 4) 

Federal Courts Hit Parents Again 
A few weeks after the Ninth Circuit, 

in Fields v. Palmdale School District, 
ruled that the right of parents "does not 
extend beyond the threshold of the school 
door" (Education Reporter, Nov. 2005), the 
Third Circuit on December 1 upheld an
other privacy-invading, sex-and-suicide 
questionnaire in CN v. Ridgewood Board 
of Education. This case had been in liti
gation for many years, and parents 
thought they had won it in the Third Cir
cuit four years ago. (See especially Educa

tion Reporter, Jan. 2002) But the school was 
relentless in its attempt to assert its pri
mary authority, and the court finally ruled 
in favor of the school. 

At issue was a 156-question survey 
called "Profiles of Student Life: Attitudes 
and Behaviors," which probed students 
about their personal lives and activities. 
The survey included questions about sex, 
drugs, suicide, incriminating behavior, 
tolerance, and other personal matters. 

Questions 92-93 in this survey given 
to Ridgewood children demanded to 
know "how many times" they "had used 
cocaine" in their lives, or during the last 
12 months, and the answer choices were 
0, 1, 2, 3-5, 6-9, 10-19, 20-39, and 40+. 
This gave students the false impression 
that casual use of cocaine is common and 
acceptable. Parents know that misleading 
questions can have a powerful effect. But 
judges who routinely uphold lawyers' 
objections to improper questions in court 

think it is okay to ask offensive questions 
of children in school. 

In the Ridgewood decision, the Third 
Circuit admitted that the students' partici
pation in the survey may have been man
datory, and conceded that the leading 
questions could be suggestive to students, 
but nevertheless ruled that parents' and 
pupils' rights were not violated. 

On November 28, the U.S. Supreme 
Court refused to review another parental 
rights case, Crowley v. McKinney. In this 
Term, the High Court will be hearing a 
slew of cases about prisoners' rights ( even 
about the alleged right of prisoners to read 
pornographic magazines), but rejected the 
appeal by the parent to protect parental 
rights concerning schools. 

In Crowley v. McKinney, the Seventh 
Circuit had rnled against the parent on 
March 11, 2005, saying that the school 
has a constitutional right of"the autonomy 
of educational institutions." The parent 
had appealed to the Supreme Court to rec
ognize the settled law of Pierce v. Society 
of Sisters, which in 1925 recognized the 
constitutional right of parents to control 
the education of their own children. 

The parent in Crowley was a divorced 
father who sought the school records 
about his two elementary school children 
(which Illinois law requires to be pro
vided) and protection for his son who had 
been bullied on the playground. The Sev
enth Circuit decision was so hostile to the 

father that it 
elicited a strong 
dissent from 
Judge Diane 
Wood, accusing Ill the ma
jority of effectively A '\ term 1 -

nating a noncustodial father's parental 
rights over the most important activity in 
which children under the age of 18 en
gage: their education. Judge Wood wrote 
that the court's decision tried to claim that 
the famous cases of Meyer v. Nebraska 
(1923), Pierce v. Society of Sisters (1925), 

and Wisconsin v. Yoder (1972) "concern 
only the rights of parents acting together. 
But there is nothing at all in those deci
sions that hints at such a distinction." 

Continuing, Judge Wood wrote, "the 
majority's rule courts disaster for an enor
mous number of children in this country 
whose parents have become divorced .... 
the majority implies that a noncustodial 
parent's fundamental rights are not en
titled to the same degree of protection as 
those of the custodial parent. Nothing in 
the Constitution, however, supports such 
a proposition." 

It hasn't grabbed the attention of the 
Supreme Court that the Third, Seventh and 
Ninth Circuits have ignored the settled law 
of Meyer, Pierce, and Yoder. Many courts 
appear to have adopted the notion that the 
"village" (i.e., in these cases, the schools) 
should raise children. Judges prefer to side 
with schools and against parents. 
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"The teen suicide rate dropped to 
7.4 per 100,000 teens, down from a 
peak of 11.1 in 1990 ." Data are from 
2002, the most recent year for which 
statics are available from the CDC. 
(Tampa Tribune, 12-28-05) 

The "Preschool for All Act" - a 
California 2006 ballot initiative -
proposes a 1.7% tax increase on tar
geted annual income brackets in or
der to fund preschool for all the state's 
4-year-olds. Georgia and Oklahoma 
adopted a similar initiative. Florida 
and Arizona are headed in the same 
direction. State preschool initiatives 
for 4-year-olds are part of a national 
movement to establish universal pre
school - an initiative that would cre
ate a new bureaucracy and expand 
government control over children's 
lives. (Fox News, 11-29-2005) 

Nearly $1 trillion will be spent on 
education in the United States dur
ing the 2005-2006 school year. The 
amount is roughly 10% of the overall 
U.S. economy. (New York Times, 12-11-

2005) 

American Psychological Associa
tion (APA) in a state ofp:rnfessional 
decline, say psychologists. At a Nov. 
2005 NARTH conference, former 
APA president Nicolas Cummings, 
Ph.D, charged that the APA was be
ing exploited at the hands of special 
interest activists in the organization. 
He noted the APA taking positions 
when supportive scientific evidence 
did not exist. Cummings said "one of 
the worst resolutions" was a 2004 
APA position favoring gay marriage 
- supported by insufficient refer
ences. He also explained that APA 
research is only being done "when 
they know what the outcome is going 
to be ... only research with predict
ably favorable outcomes is permis
sible." More criticism about the APA 
came in a presentation by Jeffrey 
Santinover, M.D., who described re
cent legal cases with ethics breeches 
involving gay activists distorting sci
entific research findings in order to 
further their own socio-political ob
jectives. (NARTH, 11-20-2005, http:// 

www.narth.com/docs/insiders.html) 
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Evolution Cases Hit the Courts 
Is it unconstitutional to criticize Darwin? 

In the much-publicized case of 
Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District, 

Judge John E. Jones III issued a 139-page 
pro-evolution rant on Dec. 20 that in
cluded a pennanent injunction against dis
paraging evolution or mentioning Intelli
gent Design (ID). 

Contrary to most media coverage, the 
Dover case was not about whether the 
theory of evolution or Intelligent Design 
is correct or should be taught. The Dover 
school board did not propose to decrease 
its teaching of evolution, or to say ID is 
scientific or valid. 

Students were merely to be read a 
brief statement asserting that "gaps in the 
theory exist for which there is no evi
dence," and that ID provides an explana-

Dover 'Intelligent Design' Notice 

Text of statement read to Dover Area 
High School students by administrators: 

"The Pennsylvania Academic Stan
dards require students to learn about 
Darwin's theory of evolution and even
tually to take a standardized test of which 
evolution is a part. 

"Because Darwin's theory is a 
theory, it continues to be tested as new 
evidence is discovered. The theory is not 
a fact. Gaps in the theory exist for which 
there is no evidence. A theory is defined 
as a well-tested explanation that unifies 
a broad range of observations. 

"Intelligent design 
is an explanation of the 
origin of life that dif
fers from Darwin's 
view. The reference 
book, 'Of Pandas and 
People,' is available in 

tion for the origin oflife that could be fur
ther explored by consulting a book in the 
school library. 

Judge Jones' decision smeared "fun
damentalists," impugned the integrity of 
those who disagree with him by accusing 
them of lying, and accused parents and 
school board members of "breathtaking 
inanity" for wanting their children to 
know about intelligent design. 

Meanwhile, on Dec. 15, an appellate 
judge was sharply critical of a similar 
decision in Cobb County, GA, where U.S. 
District Judge Clarence Cooper had 
ordered the schools to remove from 
35,000 science textbooks a 33-word 
disclaimer stating that "evolution is a 
theory, not a fact." 

the library along with other resources for 
students who might be interested in gain
ing an understanding of what intelligent 
design actually involves. 

"With respect to any theory, students 
are encouraged to keep an open mind. 
The school leaves the discussion of the 
origins of life to individual students and 
their families. As a standards-driven 
district, class instruction focuses upon 
prepa1ing students to achieve proficiency 
on standards-based assessments." 

Georgia's evolution disclaimer 
Text of the evolution disclaimer that 

Georgia was ordered by the court to re
move from science textbooks: 

"This textbook contains material on 
evolution. Evolution is a theory, not a 
fact, regarding the origin ofliving things. 
This material should be approached with 
an open mind, studied carefully, and 
critically considered." 

Globalization of Education Standards 
U.S. education laws, including the No Also identified with the nonacademic 

Child Left Behind Act (an E.S.E.A reau- objectives is the U.S. Department of 
thorization), incorporate and fund global Labor's SCANS Report for America 2000, 
education reform schemes from as well as several other sources. 
UNESCO, a United Nations agency. Behavioral Studies and Life Skills 

At a February 2005 Education for All tend to be vaguely worded. This has al
(EFA) conference, Secretary of Education lowed these nonacademic outcomes to 
Margaret Spellings noted the become an avenue for questionable 
likeness between NCLB and ~ content and activity, including 

EFA. She said: "The No Child ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ controversial books and nosy sur-
Left Behind Act and veys. As with IB schools that 
UNESCO's Education for All I model UNESCO initiatives, even 
campaign complement each ::.::.::.::::::.::.::.::.::_-_ non-IE schools will contain simi
other." ("Mrs. Laura Bush Pays lar questionable content when IB 
Tribute to UNESCO's Education for All Week," standards-based activity is used. 
U.S. Department of Education, 4-27-2005) Under accountability mandates, chil-

Essential to global school reform are dren are required to be assessed for stan
attitude, value, and behavior objectives dards proficiency. Enter: the NationalAs
that are present in the UNESCO-initiated sessment of Educational Progress 
International Baccalaureate Program (IB). (NAEP). 
The nonacademic issues have been incor- The Minnesota-based organization 
porated into U.S. education 3tandards that EdWatch (fonnerly MrEdCo) found that 
affect course contents, assessments, and "under the guise of testing language arts, 
teacher training. the NAEP test is primarily measuring the 

Federally funded McREL (Mid-con- goals, attitudes, beliefs and values of our 
tinent Research for Education and Learn- students." EdWatch discovered that in the 
ing) maintains a Compendium of Stan- 1996 NAEP, only 19% involved "mea
dards that includes an extensive list of surement of academic ability or achieve
Behavioral Studies and Life Skins stan- ment. The other 81 % measure only the de
dards and benchmarks. Most are either mographics, attitudes, values, beliefs and 
explicit or implied in IB Psychology and/ behavior of the student, and personal mat-
or IB Social Anthropology. ters about the student's family." 

Book of the Month 

Education Myths: 
What Special-Inter
est Groups Want You 
to Believe About Our 
Schools - and Why 
It Isn't So, Jay P. 
Greene, Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishing =--=--=--~--~ 

Group, Inc. 2005, 224 pp., $24.95 
Myths predominate the landscape 

of public school education, obfuscate 
reality, and impede progress. Jay P. 
Greene, from the Manhattan Institute's 
Education Research Office, alerts the 
reader to the preponderance of myths 
that determine educational policy and 
practice. His book provides data-driven 
research and analysis to refute each 
myth, as well as a substantial bibliog
raphy to encourage further fact finding. 

Even though some of the prevail
ing myths may on the surface appear 
plausible and even enticing, careful 
study documents evidence to factually, 
unequivocally dispel them. Beginning 
with "The Money Myth" in chapter 1, 
Greene presents solid evidence that "the 
real problem is that increased spending 
isn't producing significant results." 

Greene states: "The assertion that 
schools need more money is so omni
present that most Americans simply ac
cept the truth of the claim uncon
sciously." 

School districts pay tuition costs for 
graduate schools for teachers, and au
tomatically raise salaries for teachers 
with advanced degrees "even though it 
is one of the strongest and most consis
tent findings in the research on teacher 
quality that these degrees are irrelevant 
to classroom performance." 

When studying resources and rec
ognizing that student achievement and 
graduation rates do not rise with in
creases in funding, it is time to consider 
carefully how best to maximize optimal 
results. "Inflation-adjusted per-pupil 
public school spending has doubled in 
the past thirty years, but test scores and 
graduation rates are flat." 

Among the other myths subject to 
dismissal are: class size, teacher certi
fication, accountability burden, gradu
ation, segregation, special education, 
college access, and high-stakes testing. 
School shortcomings and failures are 
often blamed on the "Myth of Helpless
ness." This blames society and prob
lems such as poverty, drugs, and poor 
parenting skills, for lack of success. 

The "Exeter Myth" challenges the 
belief that private school test scores are 
superior because they have more money 
and are exclusive in student selection. 

The "Draining Myth" purpmis that 
chaiier schools and vouchers drain sup
port from traditional public schools, and 
contribute to their demise. 

We are reminded to let the facts 
inform us, even though powerful spe
cial interest groups seek to maintain the 
mythology and defy logic and scientific 
basis. 
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F • • What Happened to Christmas and History? 
REMARKS TO THE 

R-12 SCHOOL BOARD 
SPRINGFIELD, MISSOURI 

By Dee Wampler 
December 13, 2005 

I am Dee Wampler and once served 
as the elected Greene County Prosecut
ing Attorney.* I understand the stress and 
often thankless hours you spend working 
on school issues. You are appreciated! 

I address this School Board about two 
things: 

(1) The fact that "Christmas" has 
been removed from the official 
school calendar and; 

(2) The increased editing of our 
American History and Social 
Studies books omitting mention of 
the faith of our Founding Fathers. 

separate" and all symbols of faith be 
erased - a sort of"religious cleansing"
that our monuments from the crosses at 
Arlington to the Washington and Lincoln 
Memorials should be sandblasted. 

The United States Supreme Court has 
nullified the idea of a total separation of 
church and state. 1 There has always been 
an "accommodation" between religion 
and government and we must never for
sake our national traditions and history. 

I. Christmas 
Some years ago2 the word "Christ

mas" was removed from the R-12 School 
calendar. "Easter" or "Good Friday" was 
also removed. 

I believe it is utterly ridiculous that 
the word "Christmas" has been removed 
from the calendar. It is time to put it back. 
Christmas should be called what it is! It 
is recognized by Federal Statute as an of-

There is great confusion in our day ficial federal holiday. 3 Christmas is a most 
regarding the relationship of church and outstanding fact in the history of the 
state. Some have bought the idea that world. For 2000 years Christmas has been 
religion is not to be a part of any a celebration of peace on earth, good will 
educational system, confident that it towards all men; to stop and reflect on the 
requires a total strict ______________ birth of a person that 

separation so that "This SOmcalled 'strict altered the course of 
Biblical principles must . history. Our calendar 
never be mentioned. separation of church is dated from His 

This so-called and state' has never birth. We have no 
"strict separation of reason to be ashamed 
church and state" has been the law . ' . " of the birth of Christ. 
never been the law, it is 
not now, and it never will be in the future. 

There are hundreds of examples of 
God, Jesus Christ, Christianity and reli
gion in general in our nation's monuments, 
documents, and laws. 

Just to give you a few examples, 
God's name is in our National Anthem, 
the United States Constitution, the Dec
laration oflndependence, the Tomb of the 
Unknown Soldier, the Liberty Bell, the 
Pledge of Allegiance, and our national 
motto is on every single coin and bill in 
your pocket which is "In God We Trust." 

There are some who believe that re
ligion and government must be "ruthlessly 

*I attended Rountree Elementary, J an-ett Middle 
School, Central and Parkview High Schools, 
Drury University, University of Missouri-Colum
bia, and Southwestern University. Our two chil
dren attended Wilder Elementary, Jarrett Middle 
School, and Glendale High School. 

Our nation was not 
based on freedom from anything religious. 

There is not one single federal or state 
court case that has ever once ruled that a 
school board is wrong by calling Christ
mas "Christinas". 4 

When the former School Board 
changed its calendar, I believe (using the 
words of the U.S. Supreme Court) that it 
was an "overreaction contrary to our 
history". 5 

n. American History 
Many of our public school books may 

have been originally published in the 
1950s and 1960s; as you lmow, they are 
regularly edited and updated. Our school 
books have gradually lost any focus on 
the faith of our Founding Fathers. "God", 
"Christianity", or "religion" are rarely 
mentioned or not even mentioned at all.6 

Christmas, Easter, and Thanksgiving 

\~ 'Tlo\e ObO r;0\JIE'f Ut-llON, PiOl?'-f; ~ME ~WAf<f:. Of '11.\E ~R'l"C.OMING:1$ of ~l~llli;JM! 

are not even mentioned in several of the 
books. In only one book Thanksgiving is 
mentioned but there is no reference of giv
ing thanks to God. 

The Bible has been removed as the 
authoritative source for determining right 
from wrong; prayer is outlawed; the Ten 
Commandments became offensive; the 
mention of Jesus Christ became taboo; but 
when Christmas became politically incor
rect enough is enough! 

Please! I am asking you to not give 
in to the absolutist view that any mention 
of God or religion must be sanitized from 
the calendar and school books. 

Our students are being cheated out of 
a true American history, sacrificed upon 
the altar of political correctness. 7 Let us 
resist efforts to redefine or surrender our 
national tradition. If our children are go
ing to make infonned decisions about the 
future of our nation, they need to know 
about its past. 

Pass a Resolution now to restore our 
traditional greatest national holiday on the 
official calendar! 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Footnotes 
Lynch v. Donnelly, 465 U.S. 674 (1984). (See 

Exhibit 1, which contains a po1iion of the court 

opinion.) 

2 I wrote all of the members of the School Board, 

and never received the courtesy of a reply. I then 

appeared before the School Board and made ob

jection. I never received the courtesy of a reply. 

Weeks later, I again wrote the members of the 

School Board and never received the courtesy 

of a reply. Now, ten years later, here I am again. 

3 See attached Exhibit 2. 

4 A 1999 federal case upheld the statutory holi

day of "Easter" and "Good Friday" as not a 

violation of the First Amendment "establish

ing a church"). 

5 Quoting from Lynch vs. Donnelly (1984); also 

see other area school calendars and "The Truth 

about Religious Expression at Christmastime," 

by Alliance Defense Fund, Scottsdale, AZ. 

6 In American Government, touted on the first 

page to be an "outstanding example of Ameri

canism at its very best" and that the book is a 

"shining example of the enduring author's 

faith in American ideals and institutions". 

Guess what? Religion isn't even mentioned 

in the book. It's not even in the index. This 

book, as well as Adventures in Time and Place 

and American Government barely mention the 

Mayflower Compact which contains God's 

name and none of the books refer to one of 

the greatest addresses ever given, 

Washington's Farewell Address, in which he 

says that religion and morality are the two in

dispensable supports of this nation. (And any

one who tries to subvert those two great pil

lars cannot be considered a true patriot.) It is 

amazing that these are omitted from our school 

books today. Creating America, our popular 

American history book refers to Washington's 

Farewell Address in one single line only. 

7 See attached article from "The Forum" to the 

effect that three (3) recent surveys show that 

between 72%-87% of our college professors 

admit they are "left/liberals"; Ralph Neas, 

President of the liberal "People for the American 

Way" recently acknowledged religion is 

overlooked in our history books: "Religion is 

simply not treated as a significant element in 

Exhibit 1 

Excerpts from: Lynch v. Donnelly 
Supreme Court of the United States 

465 U.S. 668 (1984) 
BURGER, C.J., Opinion of the Court 

... the Court has recognized that "total 
separation is not possible in an abso
lute sense. Some relationship between 
government and religious organizations 
is inevitable." 

The concept of a "wall" of separation 
is a useful figure of speech probably de
riving from views ofThomas Jefferson. 
. . . But the metaphor itself is not a 
wholly accurate description of the prac
tical aspects of the relationship that in 
fact exists between church and state. 

. . . "It has never been thought either 
possible or desirable to enforce a regime 
of total separation .... " Nor does the 
Constitution require complete separa
tion of church and state; it affirmatively 
mandates accommodation, not merely 
tolerance, of all religions, and forbids 
hostility toward any .... 

There is an unbroken history of official 
acknowledgment by all three branches 
of government of the role of religion in 
American life from at least 1789. Sel
dom in our opinions was this more af
firmatively expressed than in Justice 
Douglas' opinion for the Court validat
ing a program allowing release of pub
lic school students from classes to at
tend off-campus religious exercises. Re
jecting a claim that the program violated 
the Establishment Clause, the Court as
serted pointedly: "We are a religious 
people whose institutions presuppose a 
Supreme Being." 

Our history is replete with official ref
erences to the value and invocation of 
Divine guidance in deliberations and 
pronouncements of the Founding Fa
thers and contemporary leaders. 

Exhibit 2 
5 U.S. Code§ 6103 (2005) 

§ 6103. Holidays 

(a) The following are legal public holi
days: ... Christmas Day, December 25. 

Annotation: 

Legal public holiday on Christmas 
Day under 5 U.S. Code§ 6103 did not 
impermissibly impose Christian beliefs 
on nonadherents in way that violated 
their right to freedom of association, 
since nonadherents were not forced to 
participate in religious services, but 
were free to act as they saw fit. Ganulin 
v. United States (1999, S.D. Ohio), af
firmed (6th Cir. 2000) 

American life - it is not portrayed as an 

integrated part of the American value system or 

as something that is important to individual 

Americans." Source: Paul C. Vitz, Censorship: 

Evidence of Bias in our Children s textbooks 

(Ann Arbor, MI: Servant Books, 1986); John 
C. Whitehead, The Rights of Religious Persons 

in Public Education: The Complete Resource 

(Wheaton, IL: Crossway Books, 1991). 
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not been through the review process. This 
is highly unusual and unprecedented," ex
plains Betty Peters. 

The absence of a teacher manual is 
also a concern to Peters who cites the need 
to review teacher versions that contain 
"vital information not available in the stu
dent text which should be considered in 
choosing the overall cuniculum." 

Texas says 'NO' 

On several occasions the Texas State 
Board of Education was approached by 
BLP to adopt a resolution specifically pro
moting The Bible and Its Influence. The 
Texas SBOE rejected the idea. 

As in Alabama, Texas detractors 
preferred to support local decision making 
instead of mandating one book from the 
state level. 

Contributing to the Texas SBOE re
fusal to suppmi the program was BLP's 
failure to provide complete course mate
rials for review during the two years of 
soliciting for endorsement BLP's submis
sion of draft copies for three chapters was 
deemed insufficient for the SBOE to make 
an informed decision about the course. 

In a 4-2 decision on Dec. 20, the Ector 
County Independent School District 
school board (Odessa, Texas) rejected the 
Bible Literacy Project- choosing instead 
to adopt the course from the National 

Council on Bible Curriculum in Public 
Schools. ( Odessa American, 12-21-2005) 

What will students be taught? 

Critics of The Bible and Its Influence 
discovered many examples in the book 
that place Christian doctrines in blatantly 
negative light Instead of maintaining a 
neutral position, lessons were found to 
contain questions and comments to en
courage students to question their faith, 
God's character, and Biblical truth. 

Christian scholar Berit Kjos identified 
numerous problems with the BLP book 
She observes: "Much of the Bible is re
duced to notions (a much-repeated word 
in The Bible and Its Influence) subject to 
subjective preferences, which can be ma
nipulated by trained facilitators." 

Kjos also asserts that the BLP text 
"Prompts students to question God's sov
ereignty, wisdom and justice." 

An example from page 3 8 of The 
Bible and Its Influence: "Do you think 
Adam and Eve received a fair deal as 
described in Genesis? ... Most Jewish 
readings of this chapter reject the idea of 
a permanent, inherited spiritual disability 
stemming from the actions of Adam and 
Eve .... Eve did not know good from evil, 
how could God blame them for disobey
ing?" (See sidebar at right for more excerpts 

from the BLP text) 

Scholar and historian Dem1is Cuddy, 
Ph.D, cites statements from The Bible and 
Its Influence that "raise some serious 
questions" about BLP's intentions "to 
encourage and facilitate the academic 
study of the Bible in public schools." 

Cuddy points out: "For example, it 
states that most Christians and Jews don't 
read Genesis as a literal account of God's 
creation of the world, and asks students 
to 'look up some examples of other an
cient literature and mythology of the ori
gins of the world.' Because of the word, 
'other,' one could get the impression that 
Genesis is mythology." 

Cuddy also notes: "The curriculum 
at its core advocated the development of 
'a common vision for the common good.' 
These are terms commonly used by 
communitarians, who believe individual 
needs and rights should be de-emphasized 
or balanced against the interests of the 
community or society as a whole .... " 
( Christian Wire Service, 11-11-2005) 

To inculcate students with the 
communitarian concept of "common 
good" brings up an important concern: 
Who is defining what the common good is? 

With an extensive list of problems sur
rounding Alabama's HB 58 - including 
violation of state policies and the promo
tion of an untested product that has attracted 
public criticism - critics wonder if there~ 
are any public benefits to this bill. >Ill 

Comparison of NCBCPS and BLP Bible Courses 
Course: Bible in History and Literature Course: The Bible and Its Influence 

The Bible Literacy Project (BLP) National Council on Bible Curriculmn m Public Schools 

Student textbook: Student textbook: The Bible and Its Influence 
(The course guide notes that "school districts are free to use 
whichever Bible translation they choose, or they may allow 
each student to use whichever Bible translation they choose.") 

Publisher BLP Publishing; General editors: Cullen Schippe, 
Chuck Stetson; 338 pages, $67.95 Retail; School prices 
offered 

Teacher lesson plans: The Bible in History and Literature 
( a curriculum guide prepared using the King James Bible) and 
The Bible Reader: An Interfaith Inte1pretation ( on CD) 

Teacher lesson. plans: None 

Training: National Teacher Trainer will conduct training (in 
group fom1at) for a school district; approximately $500 + 
expenses 

Training: None (however, a graduate level online course is 
adve1iised for individuals: $14 70 for 15 weeks, 3 graduate cred
its; or $800 for 16 weeks for independent study) 

• Teaches Bible in History and Literature • Teaches Bible as Literature 

• Refers to Bible as: Old and New Testament • Refers to Bible as Hebrew Scriptures/Christian New Testament 

• Endorsed by Dr. D. fames Kennedy, David Barton, Dr. • Endorsed by American Jewish Congress, Anti-Defamation 
Charles Stanley, Anne Graham Lotz, Rabbi Daniel Lapin League, Os Guinness, Joseph Stowell, Ted Haggard, Chuck 

Colson 

Globalization (Continuedfrompage 1) ----------------------

can refer to the syllabus" to decide if 
course content and training programs are 
aligned with the standards. (UNESCO Press 

Release No.2004-103, 9-11-2004) 

Purpose of partnerships 
The expansion of United Nations 

partnerships is expected to avert the fail
ure experienced by the League ofN ations 
- the forerunner of the United Nations. 
As Melinda Kimble, Senior Vice Presi
dent of the United Nations Foundation 
said in her June 29, 2004 "Public-Private 
Partnerships and the United Nations" 

statement: "It is currently popular to talk 
about public-private partnerships as a new 
mechanism to advance the work and sup
port the core goals of the United Nations. 

This assumption, like many others, ig
nores the number of public-private part
nerships that supported this institution 
since the inception. At the outset, there 
was broad recognition that civil society, 
especially in the Western democracies, 
needed to be actively engaged in build
ing this new institution, if it were to with
stand potential political attacks that con
tributed to the failure of the League of 

Nations. The concept of national United 
Nations Associations (UNAs) was born." 
(ECOSOC 2004 High Level Segment, HLS Ple

nary Debate, 6-29-2004) 

International developments place 
education input beyond the reach of 
parents, educators, and elected officials. 
The citizens who fund education and send 
their children to public and private schools 
are being stripped of decision making as 
UNESCO and UNESCO's partners set 
global education standards and content for 
courses, assessments, and teacher 
training. 1;S 

BLP textbook: 
Undermining Biblical 
Truth and Revelation 

Berit Kjos, author of numerous 
books and articles, has critiqued The 
Biblical Literacy Project's textbook 
The Bible and Its Influence. In her ar
ticle "Training Students to Rethink 
God's Word," Kjos explains: 

Presenting the Bible as myth and 
stories rather than as truth and revela
tion, it [The Bible and Its Influence] 
outlines the Bible but undermines its 
authority. It quotes Scriptures, but adds 
mind-changing illustrations. Inviting 
human interpretations and specula
tions, it instills new meanings in 'open' 
minds. For example, it -

1. Prompts students to doubt 
God's sovereignty, wisdom 
and justice: " ... if God al
lows evil things to happen, 
can God honestly be de
scribed as good? This puzzle 
remains essentially un
solved." [Page 156] 

2. Suggests a more universal 
view of the Bible: "Muslims 
honor Abraham as the first 
monotheist, worshipper of the 
one true God they call Allah. 
... Draft a resolution in cov
enant language that you think 
would resolve the conflict" 
[Page 53] 

3. Undermines the heart of 
Christianity: "Jesus was also 
seen as an example of self 
sacrifice that can be imitated." 
... "On your own, try to find 
examples of such Christ fig
ures in literature, film or even 
music." [Page 276] 

4. Ridicules Biblical warnings 
and prophecy: "You've prob
ably seen cartoon or movie 
depictions of the prophet of 
doom, a shaggy bearded indi
vidual in ragged robes, ranting 
from a soapbox or weaiing a 
sandwich board sign that 
reads, 'The end is near."' ... 
"Try your hand at doing some 
apocalyptic writing." [Page 117] 

5. Redefines Biblical terms: 
"Do absolute good and evil 
exist?" [Page 163] 

6. Blends pagan images with 
Biblical references: "Look 
up some examples of other 
ancient literature and mythol-
ogy of the origins of the world 
(such as Enuma Elish, 
Gilgamesh, or Praise of the 
Pickax). Compare what you 
read there with the first two 
chapters of Genesis. Share 
your comparisons." [Page 35] 

Read the full article "Training Stu-
den ts to Rethink God's Word" at: 
http:/ /crossroad.to/articles2/05/ 
bible-literacy.htm 

Also see "A More Adaptable 
Bible? -A Critique of The Bible and 
Its Influence" by Berit Kjos. http:// 
www. crossroad. to/ articles2/0 5/ 
bible-textbook.htm 


